THE 5 Cs
Key ingredients for payment processing success
When it comes to payment processing, reference data
must be current, confirmed, comprehensive, configurable
and credible to ensure payment straight through processing
success. Accuity is the trusted source for all global payment
data with the most comprehensive database of financial
institutions. Whether you process 1 or 100,000 payments per day,
Accuity provides everything needed to process domestic and
cross-border payments.

/ Data is CURRENT

The accuracy of payment
data is dependent upon its
“freshness.” We’re dedicated to
keeping our data up to date.

We collect data from multiple authorised sources
around the world. Where there isn’t an official central
source–like in some emerging markets — we go
directly to the bank to collect data.

/ Data is CONFIRMED

We adhere to a strict data collection methodology.
Accuity operates a 90-day Standard Settlement
Instructions update cycle.

We reach out to the more than 50,000 financial
institutions worldwide to gather data. Our reach is
beyond the SWIFT network.

We track the age of our data, and present the validation
date within our products.

/ Data is COMPREHENSIVE
Accuity gathers payment data from more financial institutions, monetary
authorities, regulators and banking associations than any other payment data
provider. We have information on:
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Payment Optimisation

IBAN and
SEPA Solution

Accuity provides the full branch code identifiers for
the codes, not just the institution identifiers. Accuity
also provides additional bank code sets for the
same country, required for different national
clearing systems.

Accuity provides a comprehensive
IBAN conversion and validation
solution. The solution automates the
validation of IBAN and the conversion
of legacy data into IBAN applying

Accuity optimises the national bank code to
SWIFT/BIC pairings in order to facilitate commercial
payments and expand on the payment routing
options available to the bank. Accuity determines
the best SWIFT/BIC to pair with a specific national
bank code based on the information gathered from
issuing authorities, central banks and banks directly.

thousands of checking rules defined
on both country and bank levels.

Accuity provides clearing system details for regional
and national clearing systems worldwide. This
includes clearing details for SEPA, EBA and national
clearing systems.

/ Data is CONFIGURABLE

Our solutions are flexible and can be delivered in several ways, ranging from
managed services, stand-alone lookup tools and data files all the way to
hosted and installed web services.

/ Data is CREDIBLE & TRUSTED
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Accuity has been providing solutions to
banks and businesses worldwide for more
than 175 years
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We have 15,000 customers w
 orldwide
in 165 countries

Only Accuity has the following strategic alliances:

Official register of ABA
routing numbers since the role
was Incepted in 1911

Accuity is the official provider of
the EBA Euro Priority Payment
Scheme central registry

Official provider of the SEPA
adherence database

Official provider of the IPSO’s
directory of National Sort
Code database

www.accuity.com/payments
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